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A private secondary school is one ’vhich offers
courses similar to those of a public school. In
addition, the school offers special courses which
may not be given in a public school because the
private school being depenaent upon the success of
its graduates, the faculty is more likely to make
a careful study of individual differences. The
student wil"' be directea to take such subjects as
will be of the greatest benefit.
Wany of the private schools serve as preparatory
schools for those who plan to attord an University.
Others combine university preparatory studies with
vocational or art studies. In adaition, there is
an increasing tendency on the part of som.e institu-
tions to offer junior college courses.
A large number of the better schools which for-
merly were purely vocational institutions, or so call-
ed business schools, are increasing their curriculum
so that they may be classified as secondary schools.
This thesis takes into consideration the problem
of accounting which concerns all such institutions
as have been described above. It presupposes a
knowledge of general bookkeeping, but it is the aim
to present the accounting as applied to the aaminis-
traticn of secondary schools so that an executive
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2without accounting knowledge may comprehend it.
A system of accounting for a private secondary
school, while based on the general principles of ac-
countancy, has to do with some transactions which will
be recorded like similar dealings in a mercantile es-
tablishment, but others will require special treatment.
The recording should be such as to enable the
officials of the institution to understana it clearly
and to enable an auditor to verify the different
vouchers and accounts without difficulty. It is es-
sential that the transactions be recorded accurately
and the system should be simplified so as to keep the
clerical expense to a minimum.^
The Principal or President of a private school
conducted for profit, will usually himself, or by
appointment have some one who represents him, see to
it that a maximum of return is realized from the ex-
penditures made. He, like every business man, not
only considers service which will increase the rep-
utation of his school, but as a rule, profits are para-
mount for his objective. Such a person is able to
make changes in the administration of his institution
very quickly, because it is unnecessary for him to
consult a board of trustees or similar group to whcmi
he is accountable for his acts.
The President of an institution that is endowed
/. Montgomery, "Auditing Theory and Practice." p. 1.
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3and whose activities are contrcllea by a Board of
Trustees, has a problem much different from the ex-
ecutive of a privately owned institution operating
for profit. The purpose for the establishment of the
endowed school is for the advancement of young people
in some particular field of endeavor and the execu-
tive usually has defined for him, by the charter, or
by-laws, the duties necessary for him to perform in
the administration of the school.
Important changes in such an organization must
be considered by the governing board before becoming
effective. Therefore, when the Presiaent conceives
a plan which will result in an economy, it may be some
time before the institution will realize the benefit.
The reports and records which will aid him should be
prepared carefully.
It is necessary in all cases to have accurate re-
ports'^cons tructed in a particular form and in such
detail as will enable the administrator to clearly un-
derstand how the affairs are being conductea, which
will enable him to study the results of the past and
by comparison of the statements of aifferent periods,
be guided in making his decisions concerning the
future conduct of the school affairs.
The duties of all officials should be defined
clearly by written instructions from the proper au-
thority, and the officials in turn should give written
/. Montgomery, ’’Auditing Theory ana Practice.” p. 335.
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4instructions to their subordinates, for their guidance.
All business forms,^ such as orders, charge tickets,
checks, etc., should be nunfibered in nwr.erical order
by the printer, and none of them be destroyed. Every
business paper when received or sent to be checked
by one other than the person making the book entry re-
quires the initials of both persons to be placed on
the paper.
The system suggested herewith, is the result of
thoughtful consideration of suggestions made by of-
ficials of private schools and what little inf o relation
of a special nature is available in a few books.
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(a) Stock Company, sharing profits.
(b) Non-profit Sharing Corporation.^
An institution conducted by an individual pro-
prietor would be operated chiefly for profits, how-
ever, its success would depend upon the service render-
ed
.
The size of such an institution and the equip-
ment will be governed to a large extent by the amount
of capital furnished by the proprietor personally, or
for whatever he may be able to receive credit.
This form of organization has the advantage of
applying without delay, changes in the conduct of the
institution, because the proprietor may conduct his
school independently, not being obliged to have his
plans approved by others.
The faculty in such an institution is likely to
render efficient service and to have in mind the
future enrollment depends upon what the institution
gives to the students. It is important to select
carefully, the members of the faculty, so that they
1 Rovmar ana ‘^ercy, ’’^rin. of Bookkeeping and
Business.” p. 165.
2 Gerstenberg, "Financial Organization and
Vanagament. " p. 45
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6may aid the proprietor to solve problems which require
careful consideration.
However, the institution in general, is likely to
be the reflection of its proprietor and a well quali-
fied and active person will be the proprietor of a
high-class school.
The partnership form of organization, consisting
of two or more persons, is one which is similar in aim
to the individual proprietorship, but profits are
divided according to the partnership agreement, or
equally, if no agreement is made concerning profits.
Like any partnership form of organization, the
articles of corpartnership should be prepared care-
fully by an experienced attorney of high standing,
so that the duties, salary, share of profits, etc.,
of each partner will be defined clearly.
It is advantageous for one to have an efficient
and reliable partner when important matters must be
obnsidered, as it relieves an individual of much re-
sponsibility, if he can share the burden of admin-
istration. There are added advantages of being able
generally to have greater capital contributions as
well as to be able to devote some time to instruction
in the class room.
The private school proprietors should enaeavor
to meet their students frequently and observe their
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7progress, making helpful sue^gestions whenever possible.
It is important for the private school proprietors to
make the students realize that the institution is inter
eeted in their welfare and to be sure each student is
interested in the subjects chosen.
The organization known as a corporation, if a
stock company, will have profits as a primary aim and
will be conducted similar to the individual or partner-
ship forms, provided it is a close corporation, i. e.,
if nearly all of the stock is owned by one or a very
few persons.
The corporation organization makes it possible to
acquire more capital by the sale of stock. However,
if there are many stockholders, the institution is
likely not to have the personal interest of an in-
dividual or partnership form of organization. There
is a gra;-t advantage in the corporation organization
because the liability of the stockholders is limited
to the amount invested in the business.
The life of a sound institution is micre certain,
if a corporation, it making no difference as to the
existence of the institution, if a stockholaer wishes
to transfer his stock or dies. A change of ownership
which might take place in an individual proprietorship
or partnership form of organization, might cause the
school to close.
The managem.ent of a corporation, if many stock-
holders, miight be influencea mere or less by those
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lacking a complete knowledge of the problems of the in-
stitution.
The official organization will consist of a Board
of Directors elected by the stockholders. The Board
of Directors will elect the officers, i. e., the
President,^ Vice President,^ Secretary,"^ Treasurer,^ or
such other officers who will administer the affairs
of the corporation. The duties of each officer will
be defined and it will be the duty of each officer
to report at stated times, the progress and condition
of affairs for which they are responsible.
The organization of a non-profit corporation is
controlled by a Board of Trustees who perform their
duties in accordance to the regulations of the charter
or by-laws, and they appoint the officers to administer
the affairs of the school.
The organization would be probably as follows: President,
Vice ^resident. Clerk, and Treasurer. The Treasurer
being responsible for the financial transactions ana
the recording of them.
The Executive Board appointed by the Trustees
would consist of the officers named above together
with a nuri'ber selected from the Board of Trustees.
The total number on the Executive Board should be ah ^ i
odd number of persons.
&
A budget is prepared annually by the President
who submits it to the Executive Board for their con-
1, B, 3, 4. Gers tenberg, "financial Organization and
Wanagenient. " pp . b7,bc,89.
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9sideration. The Executive Board makes the suggestions
which are considered necessary, and then the oudget
as finally approved is used as a basis for the financial
activities of the institution, during the following
fiscal year.
The organization of the school officials will con-
sist of the President, Secretary, Treasurer, Dean, and
Department Heads, for educational and property depart-
ments.
The general office will be in charge of the Treasur-
er and Secretary, the Treasurer being responsible for
the financial records and the Secretary for other duties.
Each official will c onfine his authority to such per-
sons and matters as are assigned to hiio ana when he
wishes the services of an individual in another depart-
ment, he will make the request of the person in charge
of it.
The information desk will be near the reception
room and entrance, no visitor to be allowed to go
beyond the desk without permission. The registration
and students' record office will be in the office near
the information desk. The Treasurer's office where
the recording and all financial matters receive attention,
will be next to the registration office. The office
of the ^resident and Secretary will adjoin that of the
Treasurer.
The office of the Dean will be next to that of the
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'^resident. Each department head will have a room
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A minute book^ containing a record of the business
transactions and a general report of each meeting of
the Board of Trustees, is kept by the Clerk.
An Executive Board minute book containing a gen-
eral report of each meeting of the Board, and clear-
ly defining all transactions as approved by the Ex-
ecutive Board, is kept by the person serving as their
Clerk.
All instructions, including authorization to act
for the institution, must be presented in writing by
the Clerk of the Executive Board, to such person who
is to represent the institution in the performance of
any service for which such person is chosen.
The books for recording the financial transactions
of the Institution shall consist of a General Journal,
Cash Journal, Purchases and Expense Journal, Students’
Tuition and Charge Journal, General Ledger, Creditors'
Ledger, and Accounts Receivable Ledger. Registers
for recording Insurance policies, investments, notes,
and fixed assets may be used also.
GE>^ERAL JOURNAL
The General Journal will be of the four-column
typ'S; two money columns at the left of the space pro-
vided to write the names of the accounts ana explana-
tion and two money colun.ns at the right.
^
T. Bowman ana '^ercy, "Bookkeeping and Business . "Aav
. p . 247
2. " " "
ti
« p.35.
2 See Appendix page 95
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All transactions must be explained clearly.
The cclurrms at the left will be headed; 1, Ac-
counts 'Payable, 3. General; the two at the right, 3. Gen-
eral, 4. Accounts Receivable.
In this journal will be recorder all transactions
for which no special journal is provided, including
opening, adjusting, closing and reversing entries.
In addition, a description of important events which
may or may not include financial transactions should
be recorded, if no other record book is prcvidea for
the purpose.
STUDENTS' CREDITS—NOT CASH ITEVJS.
If a student's account is to be credited for an
allowance, overcharge, or some other item than cash
received from the student as part or whole payment
of tuition, the name of the account receiving the
value is debited; the amount being placed in column
3. General, and the student credited, the amount be-
ing placed in column 4., Accounts Receivable.
OTHER DEBTORS’ CREDITS—NOT CASH ITEMS.
Others indebted to the school and who give an
item other than cash, ( or if an allowance is made to
them for items returned to the school), if there is
an individual account for them in the Accounts Re-
ceivable Ledger, will have an entry made crediting them
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similar to Students' crsdits; the proper account be-
ing debited.
OTHER DEBTORS' CREDITS—HOT CASH ITEMS.
Others indebted to the school and who give an
item other than cash, and have no individual account
in the Accounts Receivable Ledger, will have an entry
made for the transaction as follows: The proper ac -
count will be debited for the item received, or allowance
made in column 3. General and the person will be credit-
ed, the amount being placed in column 3. General,
Items received, other than cash, from those in-
debted to the school as students or otherwise ana which
items are considered as expenses or purchases for the
operation cf the institution, will be entered in accord-
ance to instructions under the Rurchases or Expense
Register.
CREDITORS' DEBITS.
If an account is kept for a creditor in the Ac-
counts Payable Ledger, returned items, allowances,
overcharges, or items other than cash given to them,
are to be recorded as follows: The person will be
debited and the amount placed in coliamn 1. Accounts
Payable, and the item or allowance credited, the amount
being entered in coluir:n 3. General,
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When an account for the creditor is not in the
Accounts Payable Ledger^ the entry made for returned
items, allovYances, overcharges, or items other than
cash given to them, the record will be as follows:
The person will be debited ana the amount placed in
column 3, General, and the .item credited in column
3. General,
Tuition allowed creditors for a school debt, will
be entered in accordance to instructions under the
Students ' Charge Book.
OPEWIPG EWTRY.
^
The accounts affected by this entry will be debit-
ed and credited in the General Journal. The debit
amounts to be entered in coluir.n 2. General ana the
credit amounts in column 3. General.
ADJUSTING ENTRIES."^
The accounts affected bv these entries will be
deoited and credited in the General Journal .
*
The
debit amounts to be entered in column 2. General ana
the credit amounts in column 3. General,
CLOSI^^G ENTRIES.
The accounts affected by these entries will be
debited ana credited in the General Journal.^- The





1 See Appendix page 95
2 See Anpendix page 95
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the credit amounts in column 3. General.
REVEf^SI^^TG E^ttriics/
The accounts affected by these entries will be
debited and credited in the General Journal/ The
debit amounts to be entered in column 3. General,
and the credit amounts in column 3. General.
GENERAL IFSTRUCTIOFS .
Whenever a special ;)oumal is not provided for the
2,
recording of a transaction, the General Journal is used.
If a person is debited ana he has an account in the
Accounts '^ayable Leager, use column 1. Accounts Payable.
If a person is debited and he has no account in the
Accounts Payable Ledger, use column 2. General.
If a person is credited, and he has an account in
the Accounts Receivable Ledger, use column 4. Accounts
Receivable. If a person is credited, and he has no
account in the Accounts Receivable Ledger, use column
3. General.
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SUV^ARY COLUWWS AVB ^OSTITfrG.
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CLOSING THE GET'TERAL JOURNAL.
A single line is drawn across the money columns only,
on that line where is written the last word of the ex-
planation. Do not rule the line across the space pro-
vided for the names of the accounts and explanation.
Double lines are drawn across the money and folio
columns on the line below the single ruling, leaving the
space provided for the names of the accounts and explana-
tion open.
Add the amounts in all columins, placing the figures
1. See Appendix page 95
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on the double rulings. The sum of the totals of
columns 1 ana 2, will equal the sum of the totals of
columns 3 and 4,
Post the total of column 1, to the Accounts ^ay-
able or Vouchers Payable control account in the General
Leager. If an Accounts Payable subsidiary leager is
used, the amount will be posted to the Accounts Payable
control account in the General Ledger.
Post the amounts in the General columns separate-
ly, do not post the totals of those columns— 2, Dr. or
3, Cr.
Post the total of column 4, Accounts Receivable,
to the Accounts Receivable account in the General Ledger,
as a credit.
T^OSTIPG TO THE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER.
Pest each item in the Accounts Payable column. 1, to
the individual accounts in the Accounts Payable Ledger,
as a debit.
WAPNIXfG.
Pest each item on the line with "A .P. -Name of Account”
which is enterea in the General column, 3, to the inaividual
account as a credit, in the Accounts Payable Ledger,
This means that the particular amount has been post ed
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Ledger and also to the individual account in tne Accounts
Payable Ledger.
POSTING TO THC ACCOUNTS R.^C fi’IVABLE LEDGER.
Rost each item in the Accounts Receivable column, 4,,
to the individual account as a credit, in the Accounts
Receivable Ledger.
wart^^i^^g.
Rost each item on the line with "A.R.— Name of Ac-
count" which is entered in the General column 2., to the
individual account as a debit in the Accounts Receivable
Ledger,
CHARGs: SLIPS.
All items to be charged to students must be report-
ed tc the office on a proper charge slip.^ All charge
slips will be numbered by the printer, none are to be
destroyed. They are to be written in duplicate, the
original to be sent to the office.
The letter assigned to a department will precede
the number of the slip -which will have a series of num.-
bers beginning with 1, for each depart;':ent
The slip should contain the name cf the school,
the date, the name of the department with its assigned
letter, name of the student written in full and her
1 See Appendix page 96
2 See page 49
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address, the item to be charged clearly described, and
the slip should be signed by the student. The director
of the department for which the charge is made, must
sign the slip also. The proper official will approve
the charge before the bookkeeper makes an entry for
it. The bookkeeper will write entered with her initials
after the entry is made in the Charge Journal. After
she has written that on the slip, it will be filed.
STUDENTS' CHARGE JOURNAL.^'
All charges for tuition and ether services will
be recorded in the Students' Charge Journal, a columnar
book of at least ten columns.^ The first column will
contain the total amount of the ticket or slip for
which the student is t o be charged. The second col-
umn will contain the amount of tuition prepaid; the
third, the amount of room rent; the fourth, the amount
charged for meals; the other columns to be used for
other items such as laundry, music, etc., which are
to be charged to the students. The last column is to
be used for amounts which are infrequent and this
column will oe headed Sundries.^
The space previdea for the name of the account,
whenever a charge is made for a sundry item, will have
written in it the name of the student, in the usual
manner, and on the next line below, will be indented
the namie of the account to be credited for the amount
1 Rittenhouse, "Elem.ents of Accounts." p. 19S.
1 See Appendix page 97
2 See Appendix page 97
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in the sundry column. For example, if a student receives
gasoline from the garage for her car, the entry will te:
A Lady Student
I 2— Gasolene.
The amount will be enterea in the first column for A
Lady Student ana in the last column for the value of
the gasolene. Any items provided to the stuaents,
for which no special column is allowea for the entry and
which items are property of the school, will te credit-
ea in the Sundry column.
The amiOunt enterea in the first column will be
equal to the sum of the amounts in the other columns.
RUT IWG.
To close this Journal at the end of the month,
draw a line on the sarnie line on which the last amount
is written, across the mioney columns only, and on the
next line below it, double lines. Do not rule lines
across the space provided for the name of the account,
Ada the amounts of all the columns ana write the
totals on the double lines. The addition may be prov-
ed by cross adding the coluiiins. The first colunin foot-
ing will be equal to the sum of the other footings.
T’OSTI^-'G.
The accounts of the students in the Accounts Re-
ceivable Ledger should be debited for each amount in
1 See Appendix page 97
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the first coluinn. The names of the accoimts indented
in the space for the name of the account, will be credit-
ed for the amount in the General Ledger,^-
WARFI>'G.
If the amount in the sundry column is postea to a
controlling account in th General Ledger, be sure to
post a like amount to the proper account in the Sub-
sidiary Ledger.
The footings of the remaining columns will be
credited to the proper accounts in the General Ledger.
REQUISITIONS.^
Requisitions are to be written in duplicate and
the original sent to the office where it must be ap-
proved before an order is written.^ The requisition
will contain the department name and number, date, name
of firm from whom item is to be purchasea, data article
should be delivered, and a clear description of the
article. It must be signed by the person wishing
for the article and approved by the director of the
particular department.
ORDERS.'^
The orders are to be written after the requisitions
are properly signed and approved by the proper official
in the office.'^
~~T See Appendix page lOB
2 See Annendix naffe 96
,
3 See Appendix page 96
2. ^ittenhcuse, "Elements of Accounts." p. 181.
"
" p. 182.
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The orders will be numbered by the printer, none are to
be destroyed, and all orders are tc be .vritten in duplicate.
The orders will contain the name of the school, the
date, name of vendor and his address, when delivery is
tc be made, how to ship, term^s, and a clear description
of the items ordered. The name of the department with
the requisition number must also appear on the order.
The person who wrote the order will sign it. The
person in the office who approved the requisition should
approve the order also.
RECHIIVIFG
When the articles ordered are received, the proper
person will immediately check his duplicate requisition,
if the quality and quantity are as ordered. He will
then send a signed received slip to the office, describ-
ing the articles received, date received and the con-
dition of the articles. This slip will have written
on it the number of the requisition to which the items
apply. '''
IWOICSS.'^'
When the invoices are received, they will be check-
ed concerning quality and quantity as described on the
received slip, this in turn oeing compared with the
order. The prices will be verified by the proper
1 See Appendix page 96
2 See Appendix page 98
2. Von tgciviery
,
"Auditing Theory and ''Practice." p. 337.
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official in the office who by proper notation will autho
ize the bookkeeper to prepare a Voucher Jacket, recheck
the extenaions and total of the invoice, and record
the Voucher Jacket in the Purchases and Expense Pegister
The bookkeeper will write her initials cn the proper
part of the invoice for the checking of the arcounts
and the preparation of the Voucher Jacket.
VOUCHER JACKET.
All payments are to be made by check, other than
minor items which will be paid in currency from the
Imprest Fund. Checks will be issued only upon pres-
entation of a Voucher Jacket ^'approved by the Treasurer
ana one other responsible person. Arrangement should
be made with vendors to allow a discount on all bills
paid five days after the last day of each week when
invoice is dated. This will make it unnecessary for
the Treasurer to sign checks at times when it is in-
convenient for him, but will enable him to sign all
checks for vendors cn Thursday of each week.
The Voucher Jacket will be prepared by the book-
keeper who will attach the invoices to it and these
papers will remain attached until the Treasurer writes
a check.
The Voucher Jacket will have on it, the name of the
school, the nuii'ber, date, name and address of the ven-
1. Bov/man ana ''^ercy, '’^r^n. of Bookkeeping and
Business", r
. 300.
1 See Appendix ’page 99
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dor, terms, when due, and a deecription of the invoice.
/
will be written the nameOn the back of the Voucher Jacks 4.C
of the vendor, date of bill, amount, discount allowed,
amount of check, check number, number cf voucher, ana
date paid. The distribution of the amount of the Vouch-
er Jacket will be written also on the back cf the Voucher
Jacket, that is, the department and the account of the
department to be chargea.
Voucher Jackets will be prepared weekly and in-
clude all invoices issued from any one venacr, auring
that week. For example, if one purchase is maae every
day during the week from a certain vendor, the invoices
are filed when received and then at the end of the week,
are listed and distributed on one Voucher Jacket. When
the Voucher Jacket is completed as to the listing of
the invoices and the distribution of the amount on the
back of it, it is recorded in the Purchases or Expense
Pegister
.
PURCHASES OR EX^E^^SS REGISTER.^
2 .
This register is for tl.e recording of all Voucher
Jackets which contain the information stated above.
The record will consist cf the cats of entry, name of
the account payable, the Voucher Jacket numroer, the
total amiCunt of the Voucher Jacket, date of payiment,
followed by a sufficient nuiiioer of columins to provide
2. Bowman ana Percy, ”Prin. cf Bookkeeping ana
1
2 See Appendix page 100
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for the different departrrents, the last column will pro-
vide for sundry items.
The department columns will be headed by the letter
assigned for the department ana its name, i. e.,
A B
General Administrative Builaings and Grounas, etc.
The acco.nts providea for the sub-aivisions cf
the departments are numbered and the nun^ber is placed
at the left of the amount or amounts distributed as
follows:
19 34:Wame of ; Fo"^ of : Total : When : A i B
J an.
:
Ac count : Voucher ; Amount : Paid :Gen. Adm. rBld. A6ds
1 John Hollis 1 300.- Jan. 11 14-150 14-150
The exaniple given above is an entry for the pa^Tnent
of insurance. The total bill being for t300,-; #150.-
applicable to General Administrative, ana #150.- to
Buildings and Grounds.
The sum of the amounts in the departm.ent and sundry
colurans, will equal the amount entered in the total
amount column,
When an item is entered forv^-.ich no department col-
umn is provided, the name cf the account and the amiount
is recorded in the space provided for Sundry items.
Credit Fem*oranda^ for allowances cr returns will
be entered in the proper cclumms with red ink, and if
an Accounts Payable Ledger is kept, the proper account
will be debited. The credit memorandums must be filed
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with the unpaid bills due the vendor, so that a proper
oeducticn may be made when the next Voucher Jacket is pre
pared, on the back of the Jacket. In the "When Paid"
column, write the date of c^eck when payment is made
and also "Cr. Mem,—Date". That will indicate that
the amount of the Voucher Jacket was paid partly by
check ana the balance a credit,
RULINGS.
At the end of the month, a line is drawn across
all money columns on the line on which the last amount
is written. Double lines aro drawn on the next line
below, across all money columns and also from the left
hand edge of the page to the Name of Account space.
^
The columns will be totaleuv.and may be checkec
by adding the footings of the department and sundry




Vouchers Payable or Accounts Payable account in
the General Ledger will have posted to it, the total
of the amount column as a credit. The totals of the
aepartment columns will be postea as debits to tne
proper aepartment accounts in the General Ledger. The
Sundry column items will be posted separately, by debit-
1 See Appendix page 100
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ing the account named in the Sundry Items space.
ACCOU^’TS PAYABLE LEEGER.
It may be desirable not to use an Accounts Payable
Ledger, because the Purchases and Expense Register will
contain the names of all creditors and the amounts due
to them, and when payment is made, the date of payment^-
written in the proper column of that book will indicate
the settlement of indebtedness. The sum of the items
having no payment date entered on the line provided
for the name of the vendor, will enable the bookkeeper
to report the amount of Accounts or Vouchers Payable,
A schedule of these unpaid items with the names and
amounts must be prepared at the end of each month, when
the trial balance is taken. The total of the unpaid
items should agree with the balance of the Vouchers Pay-
able control account in the General Ledger.
Vany times a Voucher Jacket includes more than
one invoice from the same vendor and for that reason,
it may be desirable to have an Accounts Payable Ledger,
in which will be recorded the individual invoices from
each vendor.
If no Accounts Payable Ledger is used, the control-
ling account for dealing with vendors, in the General
%
Ledger should be named Vouchers Payable and after the
Voucher Jacket is recorded in the Purchase or Expense
Register, the item will be called thereafter, a Voucher
1. 3c«.^n ^na-eroy,
1 See Appendix page 100
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Payable rather than an Account Payable.
EXPfiPSE DISTRIBUTICP BOOK.
One page having several coluinns will be used for
each department^ for the purpose of distributing the
items in the various columns in the Purchases or
Expense Register.
Each department column of each page in the Pur-
chases or Expense Register will be analyzed and the
total of similar items under each department will be
entered in the proper sub-division columns in the Dis-
tribution Book. One line in the Distribution Book
will have written on it the several totals from each
page in the Purchase or Expense Register. If ten
pages are used in the Purchases or Expense Register
to record the purchases for the month, ten lines will
be used for the recapitulation on each page alloted in
the Distribution Book, for the different aepartments,
A space will be provided for the date, the Purchase
or Expense Register page nurr.ber. Total amount, and a
column for each Sub-Department account.
The page will have placed at the top, the letter
and nam^e of each departmient ana over every sub- title
will be written its proper number.*^
The first column will have entered in it, the
total of the proper Departmient column in the Purchases
or Expense Register, and that amoiint will be aistributed
1
.
Bcvman and ^ercy, . of Bockkeeping and
1 see
ci See Appendix page 101
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to the proper columns headed with the Sub-Account names.
Example: If the total of the General and Admin-
istrative column on page one of the Register were $600.-
and the amount consisted of 2—$100. -being entered twice;
3
—
$100.- being entered once; 4
—
$50.- being entered
twice, the Distribution Book entry would be;
A— General Administrative
Register: Total : S i 3 i 4 T
Page : i Office Sup.i Printing : Busi ne ss Service:
1 $600,- $200.- $300.- $100.-
RULING.
At the end of the month, a single line is drawn on
the line on which is written the last amount, across all
the money coluiTins. Double lines are drawn on the next
line below, across all money columns and from the left-
hand side of the page to the space allowed for the name
of book ana page nunber.'^ The total of the first column
will be equal to the sum of the others.
POSTING.
The total of the first column is posted to the
Ledger Balance Account in the Expense Ledger on the
first or last page of the Ledger, as a credit. The
footings of all other columns are posted to the proper
expense accounts in the Expense Ledger, as debits.
Each account in the Expense Ledger has its number written
3
above the title, e. g., Rrinting.
1 See Aooendix cage 101
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CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL /
The amount of all cash items, currency, checks.
Dank Drafts, stamps, P, 0. Money Orders, Express Money
Orders, credits allowed by the bank, or items which
the bank will accept ana give credit for, will be
entered in this book.'" All items received and enter-
ed in this Journal must be deposited in the bank.
Whenever notes^are discounted at the bank for the
purpose of securing money for current expenses, the
face of the note, the amount of credit allowed for
an interest-bearing note, and the amount charged by
the Dank for discounting a non-interest bearing note
will be recorded, in this Journal. The notes discount-
ed may be those of the Institution known as Notes Pay-
able, or notes of others known as Notes Receivable,
At times, when there is an abundance of cash on hand
and securities are purchased as a temporary investment,
a special account should be kept for such items.
This Current Investment account to be debited when the
securities are purchased and credited when the cash is
received for the sale of themi.
It is desirable, whenever possible, to arrange with
the bank for permission to over draw on the firm's account
for which overdrafts the bank will charge interest.
This is adv&.ntagebus because it makes it unnecessary to




1 See Appendix page 102
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A space will be providea for the date, the name
of the accoimt from which the cash was received, explanation^
ledger folios. Accounts Receivable, General, Interest
and Diviaends, Discount, and Net Receipts coliimns.
All charges for services or any item the students
or others receive, will be reported on a charge slip,
whether paid for in cash at once, or to be treatea as
a charge. The slip will be recordea properly in the
Students • Charge Journal.
Therefore, all cash receivea for services or other
items sold, the record of sale being on the Students*
Charge Journal, will be treated as an Accounts Receivable
and when paid for, the amount will be written in the
Accounts Receivable column.
The amiount of cash received for items not charged
to a person in the Students' Charge Journal, will be
entered in the General column.
The amount of cash received for interest on se-
curities or dividends on stock, will be entered in the
column headed Interest and Dividends.
Whenever an allowance is made at the time cash is
received, the amount is to be entered in the Discount
column. If the item is an allowance for services not
rendered by the school and which was previously charged,
in the Students' Charge Journal, such amounts should be
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account debited, the balance of the Eiscount column
will be posted as a debit to the Eiscount account in
the General Ledger,
The last column will contain the actual amount of
cash received and every cent must be aeposited in the
tank.
At the end of every day a report must be present-
ed to the Treasurer, showing the balance of cash at the
end of the previous day, the cash receipts for the day,
and the cash payments. It should contain also a list
of the items which go to make up the balance.
CASH REPORT
JANUARY 1, 193b
Balance, Eecember 31, 1934 ^30000.-
Add- Receipts for Jan. 1, 1935 5000,-
Total ^35000.-
Less- Payments for Januaryl , 1935 6000.-
Balance, January 1, 1935 $19000.-
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The balance of the caeh booke should be v?ritten
in short of the money columns in the Cash Receipts
Journal, under and touching the line on which the
last entry for the day was made,
rtjl.iitg.
At the end of the month, draw a line across the
money columns only, on the line on which the last amount
was written. Craw double lines on the next line below,
across all money coluirins and from the left-hana edge
cf the page to the space provided for the name of the
account and explanation.^
Write the total of each coluir.n on the double lines.
The sum of the totals of the Discount and Net columns
will equal the sum of the other columns.
Analyze the Discount column, if it contains items
other than cash discount and write the different totals
for the items in the Discount column, under the double
rulings.
POSTING.
Post each item separately that is entered in the
Accounts Receivable column, to the proper account in
the Accounts Receivable ledger, as a credit.
Post each item separately that is entered in the
General column, to the proper account in the General
1 See Appendix page 103
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Ledger, as a credit.
WAR>7ING.
If an item in the General column is received from
a creditor for overpayment, or otherAriae, the space for
the name of the account will contain"A. — Name", if
an Accounts Payable Ledger is used. In such a case,
be sure to post the amount first to the person's account
in the Accounts t>ayable Ledger ana also to the controll-
ing account in the General Leager, If no Accounts Pay-
able Ledger is used, the item will be recorded as a
Voucher Payable item and be postea to the controlling
account only.
Post the total of the Interest and Eividend column
as a creait to the Interest ana Liviaend account in the
General Ledger.
After the Eiscount column has been analyzed, post
the total to the Eiscount account in the General Ledger
for such an amount as is aiscount, as a deoit, and
debit such other accounts for the totals which apply
to them.
The total of the Accounts .Receivable column will
be posted to the credit side of the Accounts Receivable
account in the General Ledger.
The total of the General column is not posted.
The total of the Net Receipts column is posted as
a debit to the Cash account in the General Ledger.
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Be sure the total of the ^^et Receipts does not in-
clude the balance as of the beginning of the month, as
that balance is already in the ledger account.
At the end of the month's work, in the Cash Re-
ceipts Journal, a reconciliation of the balance of the
cash in the office ana the Check Book balance with the
balance as shown by the Cash Journals
,
should be prepared,
i. e., the balance as shown in the Cash Journal at the
beginning of the month plus the receipts for the month
minus the payments for the month. This statement should
be prepared and presented to the Treasurer.
CASH T^AYME^-'TS JOURML.'
Cash payments will be maae by check and no check
will be issued without a Voucher Jacket properly approv-
ed, stating the amount of the check to be issuea.
2.
Checks of the voucher type are to be signed by an
officer of the institution as well as by the Treasurer.
All checks are to be numbered by the printer and
none are to be destroyed.
Hetty cash payments will be providea for by an
Imprest Fund.
The Cash "Payments Journal^ will have a space provided
for the Date, Fame of the Account, (Folio column, if
an Accounts Payable Ledger is used); columns for Check
1. 'So'vri.Kn and t'eroy,
"KsjffteSh
1 See Appendix page 103
3. Bowman and Hercy, q-p bookkeeping and
Business.” Adv. p. 302.
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Number, Amount of Voucher Payable, Cash Discount on
Purchases, and Net Payments.
Three columns following the Net Payments column,
will be used for the bank record. The first column
for Deposits, the second for Checks drawn, and the
thira for the Balance,
All charges by the bank on the Bank Statement,
should have a Voucher Jacket maae for them, a check
should be issued and the signature cancelled, as the
check will not be sent to the bank. Write on the
check, the items paia for, referring to the particu-
lar bank statement. The Voucher Jacket will be record-
ed in the Purchase and Expense Register and the amount
of the check entered in the Cash Payflients Journal.
Entries are to be made in the Cash Payments Jour-
nal from the checks, on vvhich will be written the date,
voucher nux^ber, name of vendor, total amount due, the
amount of discount, ana the net amount of the check.
The total will be entered in the first column, the
discount in the second, ana the net amount in the third
column,
RULING.
Draw a line across all the money columns on the
line on which the last amount is written, and on the
next line below, double lines will be drawn.
^
1 See Appendix page 103
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Add all the colunine and write the footings on the
double lines. The sum of the second ana third columns
will equal the first,, and the sum of the fifth and the
last item in the sixth will equal the fourth.
POSTING.
Post the footing of the first column to the Debit
side of the Accounts "Payable or Voucher Payable account
in the General Ledger. If an Accounts Payable Ledger
is used, post the items in the first column separately
to the proper account in that leager, on the Debit side.
The total of the second column, headea Cash Dis-
count on Purchases, will be posted to the credit side
of that account in the General Ledger.
The total of the ^^et Payments column will be posted
to the credit side of the Cash account in the General
Ledger.
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RRCOFCILIATIO>T OF CASH BOOK EALAFCE
to
CASH IF OFFICE AFD CHECK BOOK BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 1934.
Balance per Cash Journal, Dec. 1, 1934 tlOOOO.-
Add—Cash items received during
the month of Decemher, 1934 35000.-
Total f 35000.-
Less—Cash "Payments 16QQQ.-
Balance per Cash Journal, December 31, 1934. $ 19000.-
PROOF.
Cash items in office 800.-
Check Book Balance 18300.-
Total Cash in Office ana True Bank Balance -^19000.-
/
The Bank Statement ffiust be verified promptly, and
a reconciliation of it to the Check Book Balance, written
in the Check Book or in the Cash Journal.
BANK AND CHECK BOOK RECONCILIATION
DECEMBER 31, 1934.
Balance per Bank Statement ^tlOOOO.-







Total checks outstanding 800,-
True Check Book Balance fl8800.-
1
.
Bo '.man and ^ercy, "Prin. of Bookkeeping ana
Business.” Adv. p. 173.
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The petty cash payments will be recorded in a col-
umnar book^with a space provided for the cate, name of
person paid and the name of the account for which payment
is made. The first column will be used for entering
the amount of the check issued for the Imprest Fund.
This check is to be issued after a Voucher Jacket has
been completed properly.
The person in charge of the petty cash payments
will take the check tc the bank and receive currency
for it and that currency will be kept separate from
other cash.
The aecona column will be used for recording the
total amount on each petty cash slip signed by the
payee, the columns following will have headings for
items necessitating frequent payments, ana the last
column will be for sundry items that have no special
column provided for them. The names of these accounts
will be written inuLediately after the name of the payee
in the space provided.
EXAV^IE;
iJate: : Imprest : Amt. i Expressi^ost :
1934; Fame of Acct. iFund ;Faid ; Freight; age Sundry.
Jan.l Check Fo, 50-Cash 100.-
1 Jch’'. Hall Express 10.- 10.-
2 John Lee Fur. Rep. 5.- 5.-




1 See Appendix page 104
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^ETTY CASH SLIPS."
For the payment of petty cash itema, a slip^ia to
be prepared by the one making payment. It will have
written on it. The date, name of school, description
of the item paid for, the ajrount, ana the name of the
payee
,
These slips will be kept in the drawer with the
petty cash until the f\ind requires replenishing, at
which time the slips will be analyzed on a paper,^ a
Voucher Jacket prepared and registered in the Purchases
or Expense Register. The Voucher Jacket, together with
the analysis sheet and petty cash slips will be pre-
sented to the Treasurer who will issue a c^eck for the
total amount of signed petty cash vouchers approved.
The petty cash vouchers must be marked or punched in
such a manner as to make them useless for future re-
imbursements.
If the Imprest Rund requires replenishing dur-
ing the month, the Imprest Fund Bock will be closed as
follows: The balance of cash on hand will be written
in the second columin, a single line will be drawn on
the line on which the amount, of the balance is written,
across all the money columns, and double tlines on the
next line below. ' The totals of all money columns
will be written on the double lines. The audition
may be provea by the sum of all footings following
1. V'ontgcmery, "Auditing Theory and Practice." p. 342.
3. Bovman and ^ercy, ”^rin. cf Bookkeeping and
Business." Adv
. p. 313.
1 See Appendix page 105
2 See Appendix page 105
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the second column which will equal the footing of the
second column minus the balance. When the double rulings
are maae, the balance written above them, should be en-
tered on the line following the double lines and the
amount placed in the first column.
An analysis sheet^will be prepared on which will
be distributed the names of the accounts for which
payments were made and the total applying to them.
This sheet with the signed vouchers will then be given
to the bookkeeper who will prepare a Voucher Jacket with
the proper distribution and the total amount. When
properly approved, the Treasurer will issue a check
to be converted into currency and the Imprest Fund will
then exhibit an amount equal tc the first check issuea,
after/the amount has been entered in the Imprest Fund
Book.
This book must be balanced and analyzed at the
end of every?- month whether the Fund requires replenish-
ing or not. At that time, the Treasurer will issue
a check in the usual manner.
ba^^kiwg for students.
If students deposit money -with the privilege of
withdrawing it on demand, a set of books should be
provided for the recording of such transactions.
The cash received from the students should be
depos-i.ted in a special account and some responsible
n ^^i ttenhcuse, "Elements of Accounts." p. 188.
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person be appointed as trustee or agent, such person
being bonded, if the amount held is of a considerable
amount
.
A cash bock and a set of ledg:jr cards will be
sufficient to record those items,
A signature card^on which is written the name of
the school, the date, name and address of the student,
and the name and address of the parent or guardian
is to be prepared by the student, before a pass book
is issued. The student must sign the card and it
must be signed by the parent or guardian for approval.
There should be printed above the signatures. '*
"The undersigned, in ccnsiaerati on of the service
given us, donate to the Fund, the balance remain-
ing on deposit for this account five years from the
date on which this account is opened."
The nuriiber of the account will be written on
the card.
When the student makes a deposit, a deposit slip-^
on which is written the account number, the date,
item deposited in words and figures, will be prepared
by the student who will present the slip with the
amount to be deposited.
i.
A three- column pass bock having the name of the
School, the account number, the name and aadress of
the student, will be given to her when she makes the
S'! Pit tenhouse
,
"Elements of* Accounts.*’ p"! 190.
3. " " " P. 1S3.
1 See Appendix page 107
2 See Appendix page 107
3 See Appendix page 108
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A space «vill be provided for the date, nature of
deposi t, ( currency or check), initials of the person
receiving the iLoney, and the amount will be placed in
the first column; the same amounr which at that timo
will be the balance, will also be entered in the third
ccliojQ.n.
When a student withdraws cash, a slip^must be pre-
pared containing the date, the account nuiriber, the
amount in words and figures, the purpose for making
the witharawal, and the signature of the stuaent.
The amount witndrawn will be enterea in the second
colunin, and the balance at that time placed in the
third column.
If the withdrawal slip is for a large amount,
or if the stuaent makes a practice of witharawing money
frequently, the cashier shoulo inform the advisor of the
student, who should discourage the careless use of
money, if it is aiacoverea the stuaent is extravagant.
It will be printed on the pass books, that all
pass books must be left in the school office on the
first school aay of each month for the purpose of
verifying the balance. No witharawals will be allow-
ed after the first of each month, until the balance
is verified; twenty-four hours being allowed for the
purpose of verification. All pass bocks are to be left
1. flittenhouse, "‘illements o^ Accounts.” p. 191.
1 See Appendix page 107
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in the achocl office at the end of the school year.
Duplicate pass iDCoks to replace those lost,, iwill ce
issued for the sum of two dollars each.
The office clerk will stamp verified on a line
with the balance as of the last day of the preceding
month, if the balance is in agreement with the balance
as exhibited on the ledger card. If the balance aces
not agree, all transactions are to be verified by us-
ing the deposit and withdrawal slips, and the error
located.
Duplicate pass books will have the word "Duplicate”
written on them in a conspicuous place. Before a
duplicate book is issued, a signed slip by the
student should be wcrdea thus, "In consideration of
the issue of a Duplicate Pass Book with a balance of
dollars, all rights ana claims of the original




The ledger card must be marked conspicuously,
"Duplicate issued. " A list of account numbers and
names should be available for quick reference, for
lost pass books, so that they may be taken, if pre-
sented, and kept by th’.j Trustee.
The Cash Book having two columns will be used
for the recording of the cash receivea and paid.
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student, nuri/oer of pass book, nuruber of deposit slip,
and the amount deposited, on the left-hand page.
The right-hana page will provide for the follow-
ing : date, name of the s tudent, number of pass book,
nuniber of withdrawal ticket and the amount.
A report will be made to the Treasurer every aay,
exhibiting the balance of cash at the beginning of
the day, the total deposits, the total withdrawals, and
the balance at the end of the day, also the amount
of cash in the office and in the bank, which belongs
to the students. At the end of every week, the
bank pass book of the Trustee should be presented to
the Treasurer with the daily report presented on
that same day, and the Treasurer should verify the
amount of cash in the office anu not deposited ax
that time.
The Cash Book shoula be balancea at the
end of each week and the balances of the leager cards
listed, so that it may be determined whether the cash
book balance and the sum of the ledger card balances
are in agreement.
I.EDCEFI CARDS.'
The Ledger Cards for the stuaents ' bank accounts
will have written on them, the number of xhe account,
the date the account is opened, the student's name and
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address, and tiie naoie and address of the parent or
£,uardian.
From the deposit slip, will he entered on the
credit side, the date of deposit, the kind of deposit,
ticket number, and the amount.
The withdrawal slip will be used to recora the
debits and the date, nuniber of the withdrawal slip and
the amount will be recordea.
The balance of each account will be enterea
at the end of each week in short of the money col-
urrm, on the credit side of the card. The balances
will be listea at that time and the total compared
with the Cash Book balance.
The student's adviser should examine the cards
during each month and have a conference with those
students who withuraw what seem to be excessive a-
mo-nts. The conference should be of such a nature
as will not encourage the students to withdraw their
funds and deposit them in some outside bank.
If the Trustee of the students' cash has insuffi-
cient funds in the office to meet withdrawals, he
may giV'C- a receipt for cash borrowed from the school
cashier and at a later time return the amount to the
school cashier. The receipt will be considered as a
cash item while it is in the school cash drawer, but
must be reported at the end of the day on the cash
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report as a Peceipt for Cash Loaned to Trustee.
GE>?EPAL LEDGE P. ‘
The General Ledger ^will be a bound book and will
contain the following accounts:
100 Current Assets
101 Cash in Banks
102 Store Fund
1C3 Students' Accounts Receivable, Past
104 Students' Accounts Receivable, Current
105 Sundry Accounts Receivable
106 Notes Receivable
107 Reserve for Bad Debts
106 Inventory of Books








301 Cash in Savings Banks
302 Securities
400 Deferred Charges
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651 Interest Accrued on Mortgage Payable







901 Funds for Endowments
902 Capital
903 Accuir.ulated Profits
1001 Income and Expenses
1002 Loss and Gain
Z Income
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Z1 Tuition Senior School







A5 Telephone and Telegraph
A6 Postage
A7 Donations and Gifts
A6 Travel
A9 Interest on Mortgages
AlO Interest on Debentures
All Interest on General Mortgage Bonds
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D3 Curtains and Shades
D4 Towels, Linens, and Supplies
D5 Mattresses, Quilts, and Blankets
D6 ^aper. Soaps, Etc.
D7 Cleaning Tools
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J Employees ' Goods
J1 General Administrative
J2 Buildings ana Grounds










The number of pages to be allowed for the accounts
is as follows:
3 pages for each account in the 100 series
3 pages for each account in the 200 aeries
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pages for each account in the 4C0 series
pages for each account in the 500 series
pages for each account in the 600 series
page for each account in the 700 series
pages for each account in the 600 series
pages for each account in the 900 series
pages for each account in the lOOC) series
pages for each account in the Z series
pages for Controlling account A
pages for controlling account B
pages for controlling account C
pages for controlling account B
pages for controlling account E
pages for controlling account F
pages for controlling account G
pages for controlling account H
pages for controlling account I
pages for controlling account J
pages for each sundry income account
pages for each sundry expense account
.
CO^^TROLLIFG ACCOU^^TS/
The controlling accounts for Accounts Receivable,
Accounts t>ayable, and the different Expense control-
ling accounts, should be examined carefully, before
a Trial Balance is taken. There are usually items
1. Kester, "Accounting Theory and ''^ractice." p. 272
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other than the footings of the columnar hooks, which
must be posted to these accounts, and one should he
sure those individual items are posted. Therefore,
when an amount is posted from the General column of
any hook of original entry to an account in the Sub-
sidiary Ledger, be sure the same amount is posted to
the Controlling Account.
The function of the Controlling Accounts follow:
AC COIF TS RJilCEIVABLE ^
Dr. Cr.
The total footing in the The total of the first
column of the Cash Pe-
first column of the Students'
Charge Journal. ceipts Journal.
Individual items in the Inaividual items in th
General Coluirms of the fellow- General Columns of the
ing books: following books:
General Journal Total of the Accounts
Purchases ana Expense Receivable Column in
Pegiste r. the General Journal.
The balance of this account will be the amount
due from debtors and is a Current Asset, in the
Balance Sheet.
The total of the schedule of the balances of
the accounts in the Accounts Receivable Ledger should
be in agreement with the balance of the Accounts Re-
ceivable account in the General Ledger,
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Total of the first column Total of the first
of the Cash Payments Journal. money column in the Pur-
Total of the Vouchers or chases and Expense Regis-
Accounts p’ayable column of ter.
the General Journal. Individual items from
the General column in the
General Journal.
Individual items from
the General column in
the Cash Receipts Journal.
The balhnce of this account will he the aiLCunt
due creditors, and should agree with the total of
unpaid items in the Purchases and Charge Pegister.
EXP EPS ? CONTROL ACCOW^TS
Dr. Cr.
The total of the proper Individual amounts
Expense column in the "^au- from the General columns
chases and Expense Pegister. of the following books:
Individual items in the General Journal
General column in the Gen- Cash Receipts Journal
eral Journal Students' Charge Journal
The balance of each Expense controlling account
will shew the total of that particular expense, and
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will agree with the total of the Schedule of the ex-
pense accounts under the proper title in the Expense
Leager
.
The General Ledger will have in it, ten expense
controlling accounts, from A to J inclusive. The




This will be a loose-leaf ledger^ with the
accounts arranged alphabetically. The individual
amounts are to be posted to each account from all
the journals.
Look for individual items of Accounts Receivable
in the debit General column of the General Journal.
Be sure to post any Accounts Receivable items
which may appear in the Purchases or Expense Regis-
ter.
Be sure to post to this Ledger, the individual
amounts when a jourrial entry is made which affects
the controlling account.
Prepare a schedule of the balances of the ac-
counts at the end of the month. The total should








"Elements of Accounts. ” fTi l58.
Bowman ana Rercy, "Rrin. of Bookkeeping ana business
1 See Appendix page lOS Aqv. 3.
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER.
If thia book is used, it will be a loose-leaf
ledger with the accounts arranged alphabetically.
The individual amounts will be posted to each ac-
count from the journals, including the Purchases and
Expense Register.
Examine the Cash Receipts Journal, for individual
items in the General column.
The General Journal may have individual accounts
payable items in the General column.
Be sure to post to this Ledger, the individual
amounts when a journal entry is made which affects
the controlling account,
Rrepare a schedule of the balances of the ac-
counts at the end of the month. The total should
agree with the balance of the controlling account,
in the General Leager.
EXPENSE LEDGER.
The Expense Ledger will contain all the accounts
having to do with the different departments from A to
J inclusive.'’
This book may be a loose-leaf ledger and the ac-
counts unaer each department be on pages headed with
the name of the department, account number, the name
of the account, and the pages arranged in numerical
order in accordance with the number of the account.
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The amounts posted to these accounts will he found
in the Expense Distribution Book, and the General col-
umns of the Cash Peceipts and General Journals. The
footings of the columns in the Expense Distribution
Book having the same names as the accounts in the Ex-
pense Ledger, will be the amounts posted from that
book. Individual items may be in the General col-




When individual amounts are posted to any
accounts in the Expense Ledger from the General cclumrs
of the Journals, be sure a similar amount is posted
to the controlling account in the General Ledger.
Be sure to post to this Ledger, the individual
amounts when an ad;jueting, closing, or any other
journal entry is made which affects the controlling
account in the General Ledger.
A schedule of the accounts and their balances
will be prepared each month, for each department and
the total should agree with the balance of the con-
trolling account in the General Ledger.
FOSTI^'G AWD TRIAL BALANCE.'
Costing is to be done daily, if possible.
At the end of each mionth, the debits and creaits
1
.
Ecwn^an ana "^ercy, "^rin. of Bookkeeping anu
Business.” Aav . 95.
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will toe totaled with lead pencil, writing very small
figures under and very closely to the last amount in the
detoit and credit columns. The difference will toe
written in short of the money column, on the larger
side
.
A Trial Balance will toe prepared from the toalanees
written in short.
If the footings are not alike, re-add the two
colujTins and if the difference is a multiple of two,
the error may be the amount of the difference which
was posted on one side of the Ledger and omitted on
the other, or, one-half of the difference which was
posted twice on the same side of the Ledger. There-
fore, look for the whole amount or one-half cf the
amount.
When the difference is divisible by S, it is
possible a transposition of figures occurred at the
time of posting. The amount of 45 divided toy 9 is
5, hence look for an amount the difference between
the unit and ten figure toeing 5, e. g., 16-61; 37-73;
38-83; 49-94. etc. The amount of 36 divided toy 9
is 4. Look for an amount, the difference between
the unit and ten toeing 4, e. g. , 15-51; 36-63; 37-73;
48-64; 59-95. If the difference divided toy 9 is
10, 30, 30, etc., Icok for an amount the difference
between the ten and hundred toeing 1, 3, 3, etc.,
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A transplacement of figures will cause a difference
between the trial balance footings which is divisible
by 99.
Divide by 9 and that answer by 11. An amount of
50 cents posted as ^50.-, will make a difference of
*^49. 50 which divided by 9 is $5.50 ana this amount divid-
ed by 11 id 50, hence look for 50 posted as cents or dc
dollars.
Too much time should not be devoted to locating
an error by the application of the procedure stated
above. If the error is not located within a short
time, proceed as follows:
1- Re-add both columns of the trial balance.
2. Re-ada both aides of the ledger accounts
and check the amount with the Trial Balance amount.
3. Examine the General Journal and see to it
that there is a debit for every credit
amount. When an entry has two or more
debits or two or more credits, add the
amounts of that entry and place small
pencil footings under and very close to
the amount on either side. Then check
the different amounts with those posted
in the Ledger, placing a very small check
mark on the double vertical ruling at the
left of the amounts in both books.
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Examine the other bocks of original entry, so as
to be sure there are equal debits for credits, and
check the amounts in the General Ledger as instruct-
ed above. If the checking is done carefully, the
error will be located.
During a busy period, it might be inconvenient
to check the different items, in which case a Suspense
account may be opened, and an entry made in the Gen-
eral Journal to either debit or credit this account
for the difference between the footings of the Trial
Balance, However, the error should be located as
soon as possible, e s it is a bad practice to employ
a Suspense account for this purpose, and when the
error is located, an entry reverse to the one made
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OFFICE PROCEDURE A^D REGISTERS
3AFK DEPOSITS: '
The person vfho opens the envelopes airected to
the institution, and received by mail, will remove
the checks and prepare deposit slips in duplicate.
The checks will be transferred to the bookkeeper
for recording in the Cash Receipts Journal, after
which the checks will be returned to the clerk in
charge of the deposits. Deposits must be maae in
the bank daily, the duplicate deposit slips pre-
sented to the Treasurer and filed in such a manner
as he directs.
All cash items received will be deposited with
the checks.
THE 3AFK PASS BOOK.
The Bank Pass Book will be kept in the office
of the Treasurer ana no deposits will be made with-
out presenting this book to the bank at the time of
making the deposit.
MO^^THLY STATEVE>iTS FROM CREDITORS.'^
The mail clerk ^ill present to the Treasurer all
monthly statements received from creditors. This will
enable him to note any items which should receive his
1. Ri ttenhcuse . "Elements of Accounts." p. 44.
3, ” " " p. 46.
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attention. After the Treasurer has exa/Kined them,
the statements will be returned to the mail clerk
who will compare the items unpaid with the Purchases
and Expense Register, ana report to the Treasurer any
discrepancy.
BILLS.
A monthly report of unpaid tuition due over thirty
days must be presented to the Treasurer, by the book-
keeper, and this report must be verified by the mail
clerk before being presented. The Treasurer will
also receive a statement, at the beginning of the
school year, exhibiting the number of students regis-
tered and the tuition charges. All subsequent charges
must be reported promptly, so that he may have a codj-
plete record of the total charges to all students.
A report of payments by students together with
any allowances made, will enable the Treasurer to
compute the amount due from that source of income.
Each instructor will presens a report directly
to the Treasurer, on the last school day of each
nxnth, a list of the names of the students reporting
for instruction, during the month.
FEW A^td discarded ITEMS.
Whenever a new item is purchases, the person in
charge of a aepartment must present a report describing
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it to the Treasurer. If an item is sold or dis-
carded, it must be reported. The department head wi'^l
keep an inventory book in which will be recorded a
clear description of articles possessed by his de-
partment. A list of items in the possession of each
department must be reported at the beginning, middle,
and end of the school year.
An Inventory Book in the office of the Treasurer
will have a section provided for each department and
the items reported in possession of the department
heads at any time must be in agreement with the In-
ventory Book in the Treasurer's office.
RECEIPTS FOR ITEMS LOAFED.
It frequently happens ohat property such as
papers, or other items, is loaned within the in-
stitution or to outsiders. In such cases a receipt ^
should be signed by the person who is the receiver and
a record made in a book known as the Articles Loan-
ed Book.^
A space should be provided in this book for the
date the item is loaned, name of the borrower, de-
scription of the article, the date it is returned,
and the name of the person who received it when it
was returned.
1 See Appendix page 106
2 See Appendix page ].06
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adjusting and closing the books.
The Treasurer will report the inventories to
the bookkeeper, at the end of each fiscal period.
He will provide also a list of the securities and
other items owned by the institution with their
values. In addition, information will be given
concerning the rate of aepreciation of the different
items, and any other information necessary to adjust
the different accounts,
WORKING SHEET.
The Working Sheet^will have twelve colunins.
The trial balance before adjusting will be
written in the first two columns; the adjustments
necessary will be entered in the third and fourth col-
uiLna; the trial balance after adjustments, in the
fifth and sixth columns; the educational costs ana
income, in the seventh ana eighth colarr.ns; expenses
or losses ana incoma and gains from sources other
than students, in the ninth and tenth col'oii.ns; assets
or deferred items ana liabilities, capital, and sur-
plus, in the eleventh and twelfth columns.
The educational costs column will have entered
in it, all costs or expenses which are necessary to
provide the students with instruction, board and
room, recreation, etc., for which they are charged
1 See Appendix page 110
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or which may he provided tc them by the institution
without charge. The educational income column will
have entered in it, all income received from students
from such source as is charged in the educational
costs column.
The balance of 'Che two columns -will exhibit the
Fet Educational Profit, if the sum of the eighth col-
umn is greater, or the Educational Loss, if the seventh
coluir^n is greater. This difference, if a gain, will
be entered in the seventh and tenth columns; if a
loss, in the eighth and ninth colujn*ns.
All expenses or losses not directly related to
educational income, will be entered in the ninth col-
urrm and incoiue or gains not related to educational
income, will be entered in the tenth colunin. If
the total of the tenth col-amn( including the education-
al income), is greater than the total of the ninth,
the Fet °rofit will be entere^^ in the ninth and twelfth
cclujiins, or if the total of the ninth column is
greater, the Fet Loss will be entered in the tenth
and eleventh columns.
The adjusting and closing entries as well asIf 2.
the ’^rofit anu Loss Statement and Balance Sheet may
be prepared from the completed Working Sheet.
PROMISSORY FOTE REGISTER.
All promissory notes received will be entered
1 See page 93
3 See page 90
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in this regia ter / ^hi ch proviaes for the date of entry,
date of the note, nmber, time, name of payee, name
of maker, name of endorser, where payable, the amount,
due date, when payment is to be made, the amount paid,
interest rate, and the bock and page number where pay-
ment is recorded.
The total amount of the notes unpaid shoula agree
with the balance of the Notes Receivable account in
the General Leager,
All promissory notes to be paid by the institution
will be recorded in a section provided in the Note
Register,^- Space will be provided for theo^te of
entry, the date of the note, nuii.ber, time, name of
payee, name of maker, v/here payable, interest rate,
the amount, due date, when payment is made, the a-




One section of this Register*' is for the record-
ing of stocks ana another section for the recording
of bonds. The stock section provides for the date
of entry, the date of issue, num^ber, name of the
company, kind of security, name of person to whom
issued, endorser, number of shares, par value, total
par value, amount paid, and book and page number
where payment is recorded.
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The section provided for bonds will provide for
the date of entry, the date of issue, niimber, naiie of
company, to whom issued, name of endorser, number cf
bonds, value of bonds, amount paid, when due, when
paid and the book and page number in which payment
is recorded. Provision is made to distribute the
amortization or accumulation amounts which are to be
aa^usted to the interest income account, at the end
cf each month, if monthly statements are prepared,
or at such time when statements are prepared.
When any securities are paid for or sold, a
line will be drawn on the line above and the line
below the amount of amortization or accumulation
provided for the particular security, so that item
will not be considered when making adjusting entries,
after the security has been disposed of.
IPSUPAWCE REGISTER.
The Insurance Register^will be used for the
registration of all insurance policies, whether for
fire, theft, auto, or for bending employees.
A space will be providea for “the current date,
date of the policy, nuniber of the policy, name of
the insurance company, item insured, amount covered
by the policy, date of expiration, journal and page
number where paymient is recorded, amount paid for the
1 See Appendix page 113
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policy, and distribution coluiLns for the airicunt paid.
’)?hen a policy expires, a line will be drawn
on the line above and the line below the amount of
the monthly charge, so that item will not be con-
sidered when making adjusting entries.
At the end of the fiscal period, a schedule
of the policies unexpired will be prepared, ana the
sum of their values will agree with the balance of the
Insurance "'’repaid account,
DE^A^TMEt'TAL RUCTIONS.
The forms for this purpose will be, one white
for general orders, ana one blue for emergency orders.
The instructions or orders will be written in
duplicate, the original sent to the department heaa
and the duplicate to be filed in the office for
reference. A task which requires immediate at-
tention will be written on the blue form.
The forms must be signed and returned to the
office, when the service requested has received the
attention of the proper person.
PAY ROLL.^
Cepartment pay roll sheets will have recorded on
them the name of each employee of the department
and the hours of service each day. This will be
done by the cfepartment head who will sign the sheet
1. ^ittenhouse. "Elements of Accounts." p. 195.
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and deliver it to the office within twelve hours
after the end of the weekly work period. All money
items will be written on the sheets, in the office.
The pay roll will be prepared ana the pay envel-
opes distributed forty-eight hours after the weekly
work period ends.
Checks should be issued whenever possible for the
payment of salaries and wages,
STORE.
The store will be conducted for the convenience
of students, and will provide supplies, confectionery,
Ijewelry, etc.
All sales will be for cash.
Whenever a sale is made, the amount will be en-
tered on a sales sheet kept near the cash register.
The sales sheet will have a cclumr. for each classifi-
cation ana at the end of the day, the colunins will
be totaled which amounts will be recordea in the
columnar book to be used for the recording of sales.
The columns will provide for the following: Text
books, school supplies, candy, foods, jewelry, writing
paper, decorations, souvenirs, studio supplies, notions,
and sundries.
The columnar book for recording the daily sales.
will have a total col'omn and that will be followed by
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columns headed by the names of the particular class if i-
caticn of the items sold,^
At the end of the week, the colurans of the book
will be totaled, a single line to be drawn above the
totals and double rulings on the line where the totals
are written.
A report will be prepared for the Treasurer, at
the end of each week.
An entry will be made in the cash book for the
amount of total sales, when the report and cash have
been received from the liianager of the store.




”!^lemer. cs of Accounts.” p. 19,3.
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Text Books 4c * * 4 4c 4c
School Supplies 41 4t 4' 4t 4c
Candy 4 4c 4r IT * 4c
Foods 4i 4c 4c 4- 4t
Jewelry 4 * 4' 4c 4 4'
Wr ' ting "Paper 4 4 4 4c 4 4
Decorations 444444
Studio Supplies 444444




Inventory, Beginning of week 444444
Add- Purchases 4c * 4l
Less-Pet, Pur. * *
Net "Purchases * *
Add- Peceiving
Expenses 4c ))i 4c #
Total Cost of Net "Purchases 444444
Total Cost of Goods 444444
Less- Inventory, End of Week 444444
Coat of Sales
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The department heads vvill report the inventories
of their departments. A schedule of inventories^will
oe prepared on a four-column sheet of paper. One
line will oe used for each department
,
and the columns
will be headed as follows:
The firsts date cf the beginning cf the fiscal period;
second, aate of the ena of the fiscal period; third,
addition to Educational Costs; fourth, aeduction from
Educational costs.
The first colmnn will be for the amount of in-
ventory value at the beginning of the fiscal period.
The second for the inventory value at the end cf
the fiscal period. The third will be for the differ-
ence betve:;n the amounts in the first and second col-
umns, if the amount in the first column is greater,
and will be added to the Educational Costs of each
department. The difference between the first and
second colun.ns vvill be entered in the fourth column,
if the amount of the second column is greater and
will be deducted from the Educational Costs of each
department
.
The different items which make up the department
inventories, will be listed on a paper ruled similar
to that described above, one item to be entered on
1. Bowman and "^ercy. "^rin. of BccKKeeping ana
Business. Adv.‘p.^l32.
See page '^3 A
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each line, the total being transferred to the summary
sheet described.
ABsuming lepartments A, 3, C, £, ana £ to have
balances entered in the third column, ana Departments
F, G, F, I, and J to have balances in the fourth column,














To transfer the difference
betv^een the inventory value
for the beginning and end-
ing aates of the fiscal
period, enaing—-Date.
Detailed items for Sub-
sidiary Ledger on Dept.
Inventory Sheet,
* 4> 4> 4- 4r
4r if #
* * * * If «
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Inventory, Department G ***:!'**
Inventory, Department H * * * 4 *
Inventory, Department I ******






To transfer the differ-
ence betvveen the inven-
tory values for the ue-
Cr.
* it * * *
****
t * * * *
******
******
ginning and ending dates
of the fiscal period, end-
ing Date.
Detailed items for the
Subsidiary Ledger on the
Dept. Inventory Sheet.
Interest w«ll he comnuted for the interest-bear-
ing notes unpaid, as reccrdea in the T^^ote Register.
A schedule will be prepareu, having coluiiins for:
Interest accrued on notes payable, interest accrued
on mortgages payable, interest accrued on bends
payable, interest accrued on notes receivable.
^ ^ ^ i *
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interest accrued on debenture bonds, interest accrued
on other securities, interest accrued on bank balances.
p’or the interest accrued, make the following
entries:
Dr. Cr.
Interest on Notes Payable
Interest Accrue a on Petes Payable
To record the accruea interest
on Petes payable as of Date.
Interest on Mortgage Payable
Interest Accruea on Mortgage "^ay.
To record the accruea int-
erest on mortgages payable
a 3 of Date .
Interest on Bonds Payable
Interest Accruea on Bonds ''Payable
To record the accrued interest
t *
* * * t * *
* * * Kr
on Bonds Payable as of Cate,
******]»
If bonds -.vere sold at a premium or dis-
count, an entry should be made for the proper
amount of premiurit or discount which should be
applied to this period. Interest on bonds
will be creaited, if the bonds were sold at
premium, and debited, if they were sold at a
discount
rr; ,'
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Dr. Cr.
Interest Accrued on Fotes f^eceivable ******
Interest on '^^O'ces Receivable ***
To record the accrued int-
erest on Notes Receivable
as of Date,
jnterest Accruea on Debenture Bonds
Interest on Debenture Bonds
To record the accrued int-
erest on Debenture Bonds
as of Date.
*****^***i>tiH^
If the bonds were bought at a i)ren.iuiii or dis-
count, an entry should be made for the proper amount
of premium or discount which should be applied to
this period. Interest on Debenture Bonds will be
debited, if the bonds were bought at a premiurn, and
credited, if bought at a discount.
Interest Accrued on Securities
Interest on Securities * **
To record accrued interest
on other securities as of
— Date
nf**^*^t**it‘***
Interest Accrued on Bank Balances
Interest on Bank Balances
To record the interest accrued
on bank balances as of--rate.
* * * * ^ *
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The cost of taxea will be dietributea to the
different departments and will be accrued bet'ween the
date of assessment and the date of payment. The
taxes will be prepaid from the date of payrrient to
the following date of assessment. It will be













To charge the different depart-
ments for the proper proportion
of taxes expired for the fiscal
period ending Date
************
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Department D ******
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To charge the different depart-
ments for the P roper proportion
of tax expense which has accrued
to Date.
The amount of insurance expirea, will be diatri-
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ments for their proportion of
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insurance expense for the
period ending Date,
The depreciation charge will he made as follows:
Dr, Cr.










Reserve for Depreciation of Build
'g
Reserve for Depreciation of Equip,
To provide for the deprecia-
tion of fixed depreciating
assets fcr the period end-
ing Date.
Doubtful Accounts
Reserve for Uncollectible Accounts
To provide for the estimated
uncollectible accounts and
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account, the arr.ount of tuition





Educational Coat anu IncoiLe
To close the Tuition Sarned
account and transfer the
balance to the Educational
Coat and Incorx*e account, for
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acco\int, for the fiscal period
eliding Date ,
Educational Coat ana Income
Loss and Gain
Dr.
*ik * * * *
To close the Educational Cost
and Income account and transfer
the ^'et Income from Educational









Interest on ^"fotes Receivable
Interest on Securities
Interest on Debentures
Interest on Bank Deposits
Loss anu Gain
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To close the sundry income
accounts and transfer the
balances to the Lobs and
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Interest on Notes Payable
Interest on Mortgages "'^ayable
Interest on Bonds Payaole
To close the sundry expense
accounts ana transfer the
balances to the Loss ana
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SPRICIWE^^ REVERSING ENTRIES. ''
Er.
Interest ;\ccrued on Notes Payable ******
Interest on Notes Payable
To reverse the adjusting entry
for interest accrued on notes
payable, the interest on notes
payable account to be used for
current notes payable interest
items .
****************
Interest Accrued on Mortgage Payable ******
Interest on Mortgage Payable
To reverse the adjusting entry
for interest accruea on mort-
gages payable, the interest on
mortgages payable account to





Interest Accrued on Bonds 'Payable
Interest on Bonds Payable *
To reverse the adjusting entry
for interest accrued on bonds
payable, the interest on bonds
payable account to be used for




Interest on Notes 'Receivable
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Interest on Fotes Receivable ****
Interest Accrued on l^^ctes Receivable
Tc reverse the adjusting entry for
interest accrued on notes receivable^
the interest on notes receivable
account to be used for current
notes receivable interest items.
Cr.
ir t * 4r 4'
> 4r 4cInterest on Debenture Bonds
Interest Accrued on Debenture Bonds
To reverse the adjusting entry
for interest accrued on debenture
bonds, the interest on debenture
bonds account to be used for
current debenture bond interest
i t :;ms
.
Interest on Securities ***
Interest Accruea on Securities
To reverse the adjusting entry
for interest accrued on securi-
ties, the interest on securi-
ties account to be useu for
current securities interest items.
* * ******^;*^**
Interest on Bank Balances ******
******
******
Interest Accruea on Bank Balances
To reverse the adjusting entr*y
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for interest accrued on cank
balances, tiie interest on bank
balances account to be used for
current bank balance interest iteuis.
r'^^A’^TVRl^'TAL CPa^-:S.
8ai graphs will be prepared for the different
department heaas each month. They will be pre-
parea on a per cent basis, the money values v/ill not
be stated. A duplicate of the graphs wil"' be given
to the Treasurer. The Department Heaas may stuay
the graphs ana know whether they are operating
efficiently.
The name of each month will be written at the
bottom of the graph a.n<^ the per cent of expense appli-
cable to that aepartment, in accoraance with the budget
allowance, will be shown by a white bar, the actual
expenses to be indicatea by a fi''led bar. The oars
will oe maue relative to the normal costs as comiputed
by a careful stuay of ex enaitures for the particular
departnient, over a period time. The budget allowance
will be consiaerea as normal ana equal to 100 per cent,
and vhenever the filled bar is longer than the white
one, it will inaicate that the department has expended
rr.ore them it should.
The Treasurer will see to it that the department
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The graph prepared for the Executive Beard will
have lines cf different types and colors to indicate
the costs of each department. The initial of each
month will be written at the bottom of each vertical
line, and the figures representing the amounts at
the left-hand side of the graph.
The departmients having expenses for each month
of the year will have continuous lines while those
departments which do not have expenses during the
time the institution is closed, will be indicated
by lines which will have a gap between the 'months
when those departmients are active.
The graphs prepared to show the yearly variations
of enrollment will have the nuir.ber of the year written
at the bottom of the vertical lines and at the left-
hand side of the graph, will be written the number of
pupils enrolled. The graph line will indicate the
increase and decrease of the yearly enrollment.
The incomes variations will be shown by a graph
having the year nun/oer written at the bottom of each
vertical line and the an.ounts in thousands of dollars
will be written at the left-hand side of the graph.
Capital variations will be exhibited by a graph
having the year nunfoer written at the bottom of each
vertical line ana the aincunts in thousands of dollars
will be written at the left-hand side of the graph.
1 See page 117
3 See page 118
3 See page 119.
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A disc graph will exhibit how the income for
each year ie distributed. The name ana letter of
each department will be vvritten on the outer band
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COFCLUSIOF
The financial management of a private school
should receive the same kind of attention as that
given to any business enterprise. Many proprietors
of the private schools, have little or no knowledge
of accountancy and in many instances assign the
business recording and financing of their enter-
prise to some one who possesses only a knowledge
of bookkeeping.
The result is that their system of accounting
is lacking to a certain extent. It is essential
to attain the greatest degree of success, that one
study past operations and anticipate possible future
conditions, in order to plan efficiently,
financial records scientifically made together
with statistical information must be available for
the use of the present and future entrepreneur who
aim.s tc meet successfully comipetition in his par-
ticular field.
If the subject of this thesis has been treated
in a way that will lead others to a further study,
so that accountancy as applied to the aaministration
of private schools will receive a contribution of
value, the writer will consider that his efforts
have not been in vain.
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Junior School 13 .-




Buildinge ana Grounds 6,000.-








W ET Q^E^ATI^^G ^PQ^IT
Ada- QTHE^ iwcpm?; ;
Receipts from Store 1,000.-
Diacount on Rurchaaea 300.-
Special Parties 5,000.-
Rent Receivable 300.-
Salea to Employees 360.-
\^iscellaneou3 Income 350.-
Board and Provisions 150.-
Telephone and Telegraph 160.-
Intereat on Fotea Receivable 30.-
TOTAL OTHER IwCOlvlE
TOTAL O^ERATIWG PROPIT
Deduct- OTHER CHA'^ES :
Claims and Adjustments 100.-
Emplcyeea' Goods 400.-
TOTAL OTHER CHARGES
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CO^-^k^ATlY^. O^hI^ATP^G STATiilVE^’T TTO^ pupfi;? EBIIVG SEPT. 30,'
19 32 19 3 3 1934
ICA7VICD:
Senior School ^45,000.- ^^40,000 *42,000.-
Junior School 2,000.- 2,100.- 2,000.-
TOTAL 17,000.- 42, 100 44 , 000 .
-
SXT-AS '5:ap>"SE:
Senior School 160.- 3.-
Junior School 16.- 12.-
TOTaL 1P&.- 15.-
TCTAT.. TL'TTIC^' A^T ^XT^AS !^AP^’'^D 47, 176.- 42,100.- 44,015.-
Deduct- QT’fiinATI^^G CPfAPGfCS:
VAI^^TS>^A>’C^ 0^ EE^APTVE^'TS:
General Administrative 7,400.- 7, 500.- 7,000.-
Buildings ana Grounds 3,600.- 3,900.- 6,000.-
Beat, Light, and ^o-j^er 3,900.- 3,100.- 4,000.-
Ecrmi to ry 2,600.- 3,150.- 2,000.-
Education 17,900.- 9,100.- 9,000.-
Store 3, 300 2,400.- 3,000.-
Commissary 6,700.- 5,200.- 6, 000.-
La undry 600.- 600.- 500.-
Garage 615.- 650.- 600.-
TOTAL O^E-^ATT^’G CbapGES 46,615.- 35 , 600 . - 36,100.-
BET 0""EBATIBG PPOBTT 563.- 6,500.- 5,915.-
Ada- Or'EP IBCOVE:
Receipts from Store 7 00.- 500 . - 1,000.-
Discount on Purchases 100.- 150.- 200.-
Special Parties 6,200.- 5,000.- 5,000.-
Rent Receivable 400.- 500.- 300.-
Sales to Employees 200.- 150.- 360.-
Interest on Botes Receivable 100.- 6.- 20.-
Viscellaneous Income 300.- 200.- 350.-
Other Interest Received 200.- 400.- —
Board ana Provisions 100.- 100,- 150.-
Telephone and Telegraph 200.- IOC.- 160.-
School Magazine 5.- 4.- —
TOTAL OTHER IBCCWfi: 10,505.- 7,112.- 7,560.-
TOTAL OPEPATTBG ^RORIT 11,066.- 13,612.- 13,475.-
Deduct- CTBEP C^APGES:
Claims and Adjustments 3.- 5.- 100.-
Employees Goods 260.- 190.- 400.-
TOTAI OTHc;:^ CBARGES 263.- 195.- 500.-
>!!?? VCT^’T^TS
S^^TtrV'Bg^ 30, 19 34. »lQ,b05.- ^13,417.- .^13,975.-
t-C
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